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Manchester Airport Future Airspace 

Stage 2 – Develop and assess 
Thank you for taking part in our discussions about the future of airspace at Manchester Airport.  As we 
develop our plans, the feedback we receive from stakeholders and other respondents influences the 
decisions we make. 

This document provides useful background information for the upcoming discussions. It also gives 
details of where you can get further information. You can ask questions at our discussion sessions. 

Why is airspace changing? 
The Government has set out a programme, called the Airspace Modernisation Strategy (AMS), to 
modernise airspace across the whole of the UK.  This is linked to similar initiatives across Europe and 
provides a once-in-a-generation opportunity to update the way millions of flights are managed across 
the country. 

The way airspace is currently managed in the UK has changed little since the 1950s, despite the huge 
increase in air traffic over that time.  Although advances in technology have brought improvements to 
help manage operations safely, a lot of how our skies are managed was designed for a different era. 
To manage current and future levels of air traffic more efficiently, and benefit from new technologies 
(including satellite navigation), it is essential that the way we manage our airspace is modernised. 

Despite the effect the COVID-19 pandemic has had on the aviation industry, the need to modernise the 
UK’s airspace remains unchanged and is still a clear priority for the Government.  The potential benefits 
are significant. Upgrading airspace is essential for taking advantage of new technologies and can offer 
opportunities to reduce noise and emissions, increase passenger numbers and the number of flights, 
reduce delays, and make sure that aircraft continue to meet the highest levels of safety.  

The importance of airspace modernisation at Manchester 

Manchester Airport sits within a busy airspace network and is relatively close to Liverpool Airport, 
which means there is a lot of complex interaction between departing and arriving aircraft. This 
increases the workload of air- traffic controllers and can result in delays and inefficient flight paths. 

Airspace modernisation will simplify this situation.  It may also offer a wide range of benefits to our 
local communities and passengers. For example, it might help to: 
• reduce the amount of fuel burnt;
• reduce carbon emissions;
• help us to better manage how noise affects local communities;
• reduce the need for aircraft to stay circling (flying in a ‘holding pattern’ before landing or moving

to the next stage of their journey); and
• reduce delays for passengers.

Due to the complexity of airspace in the North West of England, it is important that any changes to 
airspace are co-ordinated with nearby airports.  For this reason, we are part of a co-ordinated 
programme of change, as part of the Future Airspace Strategy Implementation North (FASI-N) group 
of airports (which includes Liverpool, Leeds-Bradford and East Midlands). Each airport must 
modernise the airspace at heights of up to 7,000ft in its local area.  NATS (the UK’s provider of air-

https://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airspace/Airspace-Modernisation-Strategy/About-the-strategy/
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traffic control) will be re-designing the routes in all airports’ airspace above 7,000ft, so that the entire 
air-traffic system is improved. 

The airspace change process 

In 2018, the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), the aviation industry’s regulator, published a new process, 
(CAP1616), to manage changes to airspace. This process consists of seven stages with CAA approval 
required at the end of certain stages to progress to the following stage.  

Progress so far 

In 2020 we completed ‘Define’ Gateway’ of stage 1, which required us to get approval for a 
statement of need that set out the need 
for change (step 1A) and then produce a 
set of design principles (step 1B).  The 
design principles will guide the 
development of the options for routes 
(the route options).  We engaged with 
stakeholders on various design 
principles, to make sure the ones we 
chose reflected the priorities and 
concerns that were most important to 
those potentially affected by airspace 
change at Manchester.  The design 
principles that were developed are set 
out on the right.  Those highlighted in 
dark blue are design principles against 
which our route options “must” comply.  
Any option that does not comply with 
these principles will not be taken forward.  

The CAA assessed and approved the 
work we carried out at stage 1 in January 
2020, allowing us to proceed to stage 2, 
develop and assess. As a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, we then paused 
the process until this summer. 

https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&mode=detail&id=8127
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Stage 2 – Develop and assess  

This stage focuses on developing route options that are in line with our design principles. It consists of 
two steps.   
• At step 2A, comprehensive route options will be developed, refined, and evaluated against the 

design principles. 
• At step 2B, preferred route options are more closely assessed to understand their likely effects, 

both positive and negative. 

The discussion session you will shortly be attending is part of the first phase of discussions with 
stakeholders. You will also be invited to take part in a second phase in spring 2022. 
 
We have appointed expert route designers, Osprey, to help us consider the route options. At the 
discussion you will be attending, we will explain how we have identified areas where it may be 
appropriate for us to have routes for aircraft arriving at and departing from the airport.  We will also 
set out those areas which we will not consider further, explaining our reasons. We will share with you 
the work we carried out to identify these areas.  We would then like your feedback, so we can 
consider whether we have interpreted the design principles appropriately, and to identify factors we 
should take account of as we develop and refine route options. 
 
Your feedback will contribute to further design work, which will identify specific route options.  These 
specific route options will then be assessed to see how well they meet the design principles.  This work 
will then be shared for feedback at the next phase of discussion, planned for spring 2022. 
 
A narrowed-down list of route options will then be taken forward for further assessment. 
 
Once we have completed the further assessment, we will send details of the work carried out at stage 
2 to the CAA for approval at the end of July 20221.  If we get approval from the CAA, we will then 
proceed to stage 3 of the airspace change process, where our design options will be further refined 
and subject to full public consultation. 
 
 
What to expect from the discussion session 

Each of the online discussion stakeholder sessions will be held on Microsoft Teams and is expected to 
run for one and a half hours. You will be sent a link to the session.  Sessions have been grouped by 
stakeholder category and so you will attend with other persons from your stakeholder category. There 
are also two overflow sessions for anyone who cannot attend one of the bespoke sessions offered. 
Each session will include video content, illustrations, and a narrative from the Manchester Airport 
Future Airspace team. At crucial points we will pause for question-and-answer intervals, so we can 
collect your thoughts on what we have presented. On completion we will pause to allow you to record 
your overall thoughts or pose any questions not yet addressed.  We will follow up by circulating a 
collection of the frequently asked questions (and their answers) and invite you to send in any thoughts 
or questions that occur to you on reflection after your session. 
 
Please note that the sessions will be recorded so feedback can be analysed. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns before the session, or if there is anything, we can do to help 
you take part, please let us know by contacting future.airsapce@manairport.co.uk   

 
1 This date is currently still to be confirmed by the CAA 

mailto:future.airsapce@manairport.co.uk
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How aircraft currently arrive and depart 

In order to assess the potential effect of any airspace change, it is important to understand how the 
airport currently operates. 

Manchester Airport has two runways running from a north-easterly direction to a south-westerly 
direction.  Runway 1 opened on 17 May 1937 and Runway 2 came into use on 5 February 2001. 

For safety reasons, aircraft take off and land flying into the wind and in the UK, the wind usually 
comes from the west. So, aircraft usually land from the north-east and take off to the south-west. 
Flights in these directions are referred to as ‘westerly operations’. Each year, an average of 80% of 
arrivals and departures are westerly operations.   

When the wind is coming from the east or north-east the flight patterns are reversed. So, aircraft 
instead land from the south-west and take off to the north-east. Flights in these directions are ‘easterly 
operations’. An average of 20% of arrivals and departures are easterly operations. As the wind 
direction varies, in 2010 there were 180 days when there was at least one easterly operation (32% of 
operations were easterly through the year), whereas there were just 94 days in 2017 (15% of 
operations). 

When we are using a single runway, aircraft both land and depart from Runway 1, which is the closest 
to the airport terminals.   

We use two runways when large numbers of aircraft need to arrive and depart. When we use two 
runways, air- traffic control uses one runway for arrivals and the other one for departures.  In westerly 
operations, Runway 1 is used to land aircraft and Runway 2 for is used for departures.  In easterly 
operations Runway 2 is used by landing aircraft and Runway 1 is used for departures.  

Departures 
Aircraft flying out of the airport follow a set of routes called standard instrument departures (SIDs). A 
SID is a series of navigational instructions, laid out in a diagram with text. They simplify the departure 
process by providing the pilot and the aircraft’s computer system with several waypoints, which are 
geographical locations defined by coordinates, and a climb profile (how much to increase height 
according to distance travelled) that the aircraft needs to follow. This makes sure that flights can 
accurately follow the SID and stay safe.  

The SIDs at Manchester rely on ground-based navigation aids (a marker, signal or device that guides 
and navigates an aircraft).  These aids are operating significantly beyond their design life, and 
commercial aviation – which has always funded the upkeep of these aids– now relies almost 
exclusively on the use of satellite navigation.  UK and European aviation rules require these ground-
based navigation aids to be withdrawn over the next few years and for all airports and commercial 
aviation to transition to the use satellite navigation.  So, in future, departing aircraft will use routes 
based on satellite navigation to depart from or arrive at Manchester Airport. 

The current SIDs do not represent a precise “railway line in the sky.” In aviation navigation terms 
everything has a tolerance, much the same as the way in which a road you drive down is normally 
wider than the car you are driving. These tolerances take into account the accuracy of the ground 
based navigational facilities and the accuracy with which the aircraft navigation systems can recognise 
the signals. At Manchester, the lines of tolerances extend from the runway ends and extend to 1½ 
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Kilometres on each side of the SIDs route. Given the accuracy of navigational equipment, it is 
reasonable to expect aircraft to maintain a path between these tolerances. The area encompassed by 
these 3 Kilometre tolerances is that commonly recognised as the preferred noise route (PNR). 

The SIDs at Manchester have been carefully designed to minimise the effect of aircraft noise close to 
the airport by taking aircraft away from built-up areas whenever possible, for the initial, potentially 
more noisy stages of flight. We monitor how each aircraft flies, and we expect aircraft to stay within 
the PNR until they reach the ‘release altitude’, (the height at which they can leave the SID). Each SID 
has a release height of 3,000, 4,000 or 5,000 ft, see map below.  This applies unless Air Traffic 
Control instruct otherwise. There are eight PNRs (four from each runway) used by aircraft departing to 
the south-west during westerly operations, and six (three from each runway) used by aircraft departing 
to the north-east during easterly operations, although, departures to the northeast are rare from 
Runway 2.  

The Preferred Noise Route issued to an aircraft will depend on the runway in use, as well as the 
destination and flight routing of the aircraft. Once the aircraft has reached the necessary altitude 
above sea level, known as the release altitude, (see map below for details) the aircraft will be given an 
onward instruction by Air Traffic Control. This may divert them away from the PNR and onwards to the 
main air ‘highways’.  The release altitude relates to how the airspace currently operates, rather than 
how routes are designed under CAP1616.  Our design responsibility under the CAP1616 process for 
this project is from surface to 7,000ft. 

The track followed by departing aircraft is closely monitored. In 2019, which was our last year of 
normal operations, 92% of departing aircraft accurately flew within their PNR until they reached the 
minimum release altitude.   
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The map below shows where the current PNRs are and the release altitudes. 
 

 
  

POLE HILL 5R/1Y 
SONEX 1R/Y 
4,000 ft release altitude 

SANBA 1R/Y 
5,000 ft release altitude 

LISTO 2Y 
5,000 ft release altitude 

LISTO 2R 
5,000 ft release altitude 

LISTO 2S 
5,000 ft release altitude 

EKLAD 1Y 
KUXEM 1Y 
3,000 ft release altitude 

Westerly 
departures 

Easterly 
departures 

POLE HILL 4S 
DESIG 1S 
4,000 ft release altitude 

ASMIM 1S 
EKLAD 1S 
4,000 ft release altitude 

<Runway 1 

<Runway 2 
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Arrivals 

Aircraft arrive at Manchester Airport from a wide range of destinations. Aircraft arriving at Manchester 
usually follow a set route known as a standard arrival route (STAR), which is a series of instructions 
direct the aircraft towards a holding area.   

There are three high-level oval shaped holding areas, which are a racetrack pattern commonly 
referred to as ‘stacks’. One stack, called MIRSI, is to the west of the airport (south of Wigan), one 
called ROSUN is to the north (over the Rossendale Valley), and one called DAYNE, is to the south-
east (over Macclesfield Forest).   

If the airport is busy, there can be a build-up of aircraft instructed to hold in one of stacks, where 
aircraft are separated vertically by 1,000 feet in height.  

When an aircraft can land, Air Traffic Control will instruct the pilot to leave the stack and will use a 
process called vectoring to direct the aircraft to the final approach. Vectoring involves air-traffic 
controllers giving the pilot instructions to change their height and speed and to turn left or right.  This 
process is necessary to guide aircraft and make sure there is a safe distance between arrivals, so it 
tends to spread aircraft across a relatively wide area.  However, as an aircraft gets closer to the 
airport, and begins its final approach the vectoring process ends and instead it is guided by a 

<Runway 1
<Runway 2
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navigational beam known as the instrument landing system (ILS).  From this point all aircraft follow the 
same straight line on to the runway.   
 
Wherever possible Air Traffic Control will provide the aircraft with a ‘continuous descent approach’ 

(CDA).  This is a technique where 
arriving aircraft descend on a smooth, 
continuous path from the holding 
stacks, which avoids the need for them 
to use thrust (force from the engines) 
to either level out or maintain a 
specific height.  CDAs keep aircraft 
higher for longer and are better for the 
environment because they reduce the 
amount of fuel burnt and, by not 
applying thrust during the descent, 

reduce noise.  In 2019, which was our last year of normal operations, 92% of arrivals used a CDA 
and the remainder used less efficient ‘stepped’ approaches. The policy (P), technology (T) and 
emissions (E) design principles highlight the importance of designing route options that will permit an 
increased use of CDAs in the future.  

 
The map above shows typical tracks of arriving aircraft in easterly/westerly operations. 
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Future airspace design 

As explained at the start of this document, the changes that are being proposed at Manchester Airport 
are part of a national programme of change, so our new airspace designs must be in line with the 
CAA’s AMS. This is reflected in the policy (P) design principle from stage 1. 

One of the main foundations of the modernisation strategy is the use of Performance Based 
Navigation or PBN.  PBN means that aircraft utilise a form of satellite-based navigation, rather than 
relying on ground-based navigational beacons, many of which are being taken out of service.  The 
AMS requires us to create PBN procedures for departures and arrivals.  This means that aircraft will 
use satellite-based navigation rather than ground-based navigational aids.  PBN technology enables 
aircraft to fly along flightpaths more accurately and to be less dispersed.  This change has the 
potential to disturb fewer residents, but those people who are directly overflown may experience more 
frequent disturbance.  Whether more frequent disturbance can be offset by allowing more routes to be 
used will be part of the subsequent option development as part of the Future Airspace project.  These 
types of change, and any balance required, are covered under our N2 design principle which relates 
to creating noise relief or respite.  

The route options we will be designing through stage 2 will consider several factors, including the use 
of PBN technology, UK and international aviation rules, our agreed design principles, and interactions 
with other airports in the vicinity of Manchester Airport.  Under the AMS, our design responsibility is 
from ground to 7,000ft.  Above 7,000ft is the responsibility of the provider of UK en-route Air Traffic 
Control services, NATS. They will design a network to accommodate aircraft from Manchester and 
other airports such as Liverpool and Leeds Bradford: 

 For Departures that means we will design the route options from the runway until 7,000ft
where the route joins with the NATS upper airspace network.

 For Arrivals the reverse applies, and NATS will design the Standard Arrival Route (STAR) and
the holding stacks above 7,000ft, and we will create the route options that take the aircraft
from that point to the runway.

Further information 
You can clink on the links below for more information on the topics covered in this document. 

 Full details on the Airspace Modernisation Strategy (AMS).

 The CAA’s CAP1616 guidance on the regulatory process for airspace change.

 Further details on the work Manchester Airport completed at stage 1.

 Further details on current operations at Manchester Airport.

https://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airspace/Airspace-Modernisation-Strategy/About-the-strategy/
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&mode=detail&id=8127
https://airspacechange.caa.co.uk/PublicProposalArea?pID=159
https://www.manchesterairport.co.uk/community/living-near-the-airport/runway-data-sheet/
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Term Definition 

Airspace Change Organisation 
Group (ACOG) 

A newly established body set up by the Government and the 
CAA to co-ordinate airspace-change projects across airports 
and upper airspace. 

Airspace Modernisation Strategy 
(AMS) 

The CAA’s strategy and plan for the use of UK airspace, 
including the modernisation of airspace. 

Air Traffic Control (ATC) Air traffic control make sure aircraft fly safely within airspace, 
often issuing commands to aircraft to climb, descend or turn. 

Air traffic movement (ATM) An air transport movement is a landing or take-off of an aircraft 
operating a scheduled or non-scheduled service 

Above Sea Level (ASL) When this is stated, the measure of altitude given is above mean 
sea level. Runway 1 is 256 ft and Runway 2 is 235 ft above sea 
level.   

Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) The industry’s regulator. 

CAP1616 The CAA’s guidance document which sets out the regulatory process 
which all airspace change proposals must follow. 

Climb profile The rate at which to increase height by distance travelled. 

Concept of Operations 
(CONOPS) 

Document describing how we want our airspace system to work. 
Acts as a guide to our airspace designers. 

Continuous Descent Approach 
(CDA) 

Method by which arriving aircraft descend on a smooth 
continuous glide path, therefore staying higher above the 
ground for longer and reducing the level of arrival noise heard 
on the ground. 

Design envelopes Broad areas where it may be appropriate for us to place routes 
for arriving and departing aircraft. 
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Design Principles (DP’s) High level considerations that will guide the development of our 
route options. Manchester Airport has nine design principles 
that were developed through stakeholder engagement as part 
of Step 1B of the airspace change programme. 

Future Airspace Strategy 
Implementation North (FASI-N) 

Group accountable for delivering airspace changes (includes 
airports and NERL (NATS En Route)) in the north of Britain. 

Holding stack  If an approach delay is expected instructions may be given to 
enter a holding pattern or ‘Stack’. Aircraft in the holding pattern 
circle at different heights around a central point until the way is 
clear for them to be guided into sequence for landing. Aircraft 
in the stack are separated vertically by 1,000 feet. The lowest 
level of the stack is 6,000 feet. There are three Stacks in use at 
Manchester Airport, DAYNE, MIRSI, and ROSUN. 

International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) 

A United Nations organisation responsible for international 
standards for civil aviation, including the rules for route design. 

Instrument Landing System (ILS) A precision runway approach aid based on two signals which 
provide vertical and horizontal guidance to aircraft on approach 
to land. 

NATS The UK’s air traffic navigation service provider, formerly known 
as National Air Traffic Services. 

NERL NATS (En Route) Public Limited Company. 
The sole provider of air traffic control services for aircraft flying 
'en route' in UK airspace and the eastern part of the North 
Atlantic. 

Preferred Noise Route (PNR) Lines of tolerances widen from the runway ends out to 1½ 
Kilometres to each side of the Standard Instrument Departure 
route (see below). The area encompassed by these 1½ 
Kilometre tolerances is that commonly recognised as the 
Preferred Noise Route (PNR). 

PAN-OPS 8168 – Procedures 
for Air Navigation Services 

ICAO document which defines the rules for designing approach 
and departure procedures.  

Performance Based Navigation 
(PBN) 

Satellite based navigation system designed to improve track 
keeping accuracy for aircraft. 
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Respite Planned periods where overflight or noise impact are reduced 
or halted for the purpose of providing communities with periods 
of undisturbed time. 

Standard Instrument Departure 
(SID) 

In common with other large airports aircraft departing from 
Manchester are directed to fly Standard Instrument Departures 
(SID’s). A SID is a series of navigational instructions, laid out 
with a diagram and text that simplify departure. These simplify 
the departure process by providing the pilot and/or the aircraft’s 
computer system with several waypoints and a climb profile (the 
rate at which to increase height by distance travelled) they need 
to follow to make sure they accurately follow the SID and remain 
safe. 

Statement of Need A statement setting out the airspace issue or opportunity that a 
sponsor seeks to address and what it hopes to achieve. Change 
sponsors are required to submit this to the CAA at Step 1A of 
the airspace change programme. Manchester Airport submitted 
a Statement of Need in March 2019. 

Vectoring Navigational guidance given to aircraft by air traffic control in 
the form of specific directional headings. 
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